still be 20 EVJ, and the CMEs will be launched in our direction just about where, in a relative
sense, the vial that activates the sun is poured out in Rev 16:8-9. It will be 40-50 days past
perigee before the tidal force at the sun drops below 1 VEJ. Once stripped of its cool, outer
gases, the exposed hot interior of the sun will scorch us, just as St. John reported, while at the
same time Earth is propelled toward its new perihelion, closer to this hotter sun. Whoever is
experiencing summer at the time will have an exceptionally hot summer until the dust
completely covers the planet and global air temperature falls.
Saturn-SOL Tidal Force in VEJ Units as a fnc of Model Time (Days from Perigee)
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Figure 7
5. Sign of the Coming of the Son of Man ... Another sighting of the Herald, perhaps, or
another of Destroyer's companions, and perhaps the last sighting until 6265 CE of the Sign of
the Coming of the Son of Man. We get one last time to see Destroyer as a daylight visible object
from the southern United States, except the southern United States is probably at some other
latitude and longitude after the great Earth changes. Somebody, at about 30 degrees north
latitude (new coordinate system) will have one last chance of seeing the Destroyer before it
disappears into its own dust on its way outbound.
There were many activities begun after the time the Destroyer became visible near Perihelion
that still need to be completed. The Taurid / Arietid meteor stream is a Qnnrl ~o davs wirlp., and
I think that's a reasonable width for the "tail" of the dragon for a total of perhaps 40-60 days of
total risk. There will still be a lot of prophecies to be completed that were started between
Destroyer's perihelion and the last "shot" of the battle of Armageddon.
· The two witnesses in Jerusalem must complete their ministries (3.5 years after starting), and
the other prophets and missionaries must finish their tasks as well.
· The Antichrist and the False Prophet are still in the world and must be dealt with.
· The world war that started with the attack on Israel must be concluded, preferably to the
detriment of the Muslims and Communists who started the war and with the restoration of Israel
and the restoration of Jerusalem and the Temple Mount to the Jews.
· Christ will come again in power and glory while the Dragon will be locked in ice in the depths
of space. (But he is frozen only for one thousand years? Perhaps for 4300 years ... maybe)
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